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dent. Ladder and rescue woik may
COVER CROPS
Famous Book To lie
retarded because of the inabinty of
There ware over three million
equipment to get near a burning arcs of land that was in cultivatReviewed Al Church
J. Paul Bissbart, Mga. Editor
building.
Hydrants may be ob- ed crops in this state last year that
structed, and alarm boxes hidden was sowed to a cover crop during
At First Christian Church, next
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
from view. Increased traffic con- the fall and winter. This land ex- Sunday evening Rev.
Dunn Ryan
gestion may prevent fire apparatue perienced one of the worst winters will
tell the story of Dale CarEntered as second class matter June from getting through without long In many years for erosion.
The loss of soil can easily be seen negie's popular book: "How to Win
28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton, delay. The chance of tracciftoina
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879. daley. The chance of traffic acci- but the leaching process is almost Friends and Influence People". The
dents is increased.
If not as destructive cannot be seen. author states: 'The sole purpose
OBITUARIES. Cards of Thanks, 'The smaller towns and cities of Tests at the Experiment Station of the book is to help you solve
the nation should pay attention to show that wheer lespedeza that
Business Notices and Political Cards this problem,
as well as the metro- was left standing lost 56 per cent of the biggest problem you face; that
charged at the rate of lc per word. polises Indeed, in smaller towns nitrogen per acre but
when disked of getting along with and indouble-parking and disregard of and sowed to wheat and barley fluencing people in Your every day
Subscription Rates Radius of 20 hydrant zones is usually more fla- only two pounds of nitrogen were business and social contacts."
Miles of Fulton $1.00 a Year. Else- grant than in well-policed
large lost.
During the last 24 years Dale
where $1.50 a Year.
cities Many a fire that could
Since it has been almost impos- Carnegie has given instruction and
have been quickly controlled, had sible to break wheat land until self guidance to 13,000 business and
parked cars not hampered fire now, why not disk the lespedesa professional men, among them
HAPPINESS OR MISERY??
gestion may prevent fire apparatues field and seed to barley for an some of the most famous men in
jor blaze.
early winter pasture and grain the nation. Tins book is the dicrop next year.
rect result of his unique exper"What of a liefICli"" This Was
Experiments also
"LEND A HAND"
show that ience and life-long study.
the question asked of a Western
wheat seeded in November and
governor. The laconic reply was.
What can you do to make people
This year Fire Prevention Week December have practically no to like you? What are the prac"It's the difference between hapwill be observed from October 3 value in preventing the loss of nit- tial ways of winning people to
piness and misery "
point of view?
* It is a tTagic fact that more pub- to 9 The solgan for the week, fea- rogen by leaching.
how can you
A mixture of one bushel of bar- create an atmosphere of confidence
lic officials are not farsighted tured in posters and news releases
enough to envision the consequen- issued by the National Board of er and ten pounds of crimson and good will in any circle of peoces of a program of bigger and Fire Underwriters, is "Lend a clover sowed in cotton and harrow- ple? Practical answers are given
Hand"
ed in with a one horse harrow to these and dozens of other vital
bigger deficits.
This solgan is particularly apt should control almost all erosion questions, with a wealth of exNot long ago the Federal government attempted to make a slight For if fire is to be prevented and as well as leaching and make a amples arid human interest stories
reduction in the relief rolls What controlled—and the hundreds ofi splendid winter and spring pasture of boot-blacks, governors and presidents.
happened?
Governors from six millions of dollars and thousands' if sown at once.
The book was evidently written
states "marched" on Washington of lives fire destroys each year.
with the demand that Federal are apt to be saved—all of us
The good old days were those for the man in the office and in the
literary
largess be continued unabated. must lend a hand. Fire is largely when most of the excess wind was street and not for the
Surely these governors realired the an individual problem—each one used to turn windmills instead of high-brow. It is having an amazing circulation, being one of the
necessity of getting the Federal fin, of us. with the exercise of a lit- hying used over the radios.
ancial house in order Surely they tle effort and care, can easily
Why does Uncle Sam refer to "best sellers" since the day of its
realized that the public debt hits eliminate the common hruards on them as "nuisance taxes" when appearance.
The pastor of the First Christian
every tax can be classified as a
doubled in a few short years. our property.
Fire Prevention Week is about nil I iance.
Church says he thinks a knowledge
Surely they relitized that "deficit
a
month
away—but no one need
financing" by the Federal goverLife is very much like a revolv- of this book will increase the hapment cannot ci,n tinily indefinite- wait for it. It is a simple matter ing door, the harder you push the piness and usefulness of anyone's
to
put
on an individualized fire further you get.
life. So, he invites the public to
ly. And surely they nne,t have
realized the plain Wt, as so apt- prevention period of your own,
It's because there are so many hear the gist of its contents.
starting
today.
How long has it fools in the world
ly stated by the Western governor,
that the wise
that continued deficits will only been since you cleaned out base- man gets an occasional break
ment
and
attic—old
newspapers.
result in misery—misery for all
furniture, clothing and other odds
the people.
and ends that are prolific sources
Accurate
Continuity of Benefits
of fire? In a few months maxAUTOMOBILE PARKING HAZWORKMANSHIP
imum demands will be made upon
ZARDS
ONIET1MES we hear people say,
your heating plant—before then,
At Lou. Cost
have it inspected by an expert,
when they have just received
Watches. Clocks & Time Pieces
A bulletin recently issued by the and if necessary,
S
repair
and
some concrete benefit, that it
reof All Kinds Accurately ReNational Board of Fire Under- place parts.
paired at Low Cost by—
writers points out that automobile teur electricalRemember that ama- cannot last, and that they will soon
repairs
may
be
the suffer some calamity to counteract
parking on streete is becoming one cause of turning
your
home
into
a the good received. This is the result
ANDREWS
of the greatest menaces to effective heap of ash
and wreckage, unless
JEWELRY CON1PANY
fire service.
of ignorance of the cause, nature, and
This is particularly properly installed and
inspected.
true in business and manufacturYes. it's always time to 'Lend a purpose of the beneficial effects which
we experience. It is due to the false
ing districts, and around apartment Hand" when
fire is involved.
belief that evil is as real and powerhouses and theatres.
ful as good. . . .
The hazards of parking are eviPatronize Our Advertisers
John tells us (1 John 2:17), that

Issetwomemannwpassmatinemismametillr''
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!'Let Your Own Taste,
Tell You"
CENTURY DISTILLING CO., PEORIA, 11.14

& 6 DISTRIBUTING (O.
WHOLESALE DIST R 1BI MA's

State Line Street

Phone 217

Fulton, Ky.

'he that doeth the will of God &Meth for ever." Now the prospect of
abiding forever would not be very
satisfactory if we had to continue forever experiencing calamity, discord,
and suffering. Evidently John's sense
of Immortality included health, Joy,
harmony, that la, perfection, not intermittently but continuously. In
real being there is a steady and uninterrupted manifestation of that which
is wholly beneficial. Whatever else
KIM/ to have existence appears only
as a mistake, a misconceptiOn. The real
spiritual universe, including man, is
maintained and governed by the everoperative divine Principle, the source
of all that is beneficial. Mary Baker
Eddy says (Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures, p. 124),"Spirit
is the life, substance, and continuity
of all things." Since Spirit could not
be the source of aught that Is harmful or oppressive, it is apparent that
discords are illusions, not actualities.
Christ Jesus was always willing
and at le to benefit mankind in whatever way seemed necessary, and hi/
acts were in accord with spiritual
law and order He was able to heal
the sick, give sight to the blind, and
raise the dead, because he refused to
recognize my interruption in the spiritual order and continuity of harmony and perfection. The Bible tolls
us (Proverbs 29:10) that "the upright shall have good things in pole
eession;" so Jesus cast out evil from
human thought, and wrought untold
benefits for humanity. Health, peace,
joy, and prosperity are natural, and
their manifestation in experience is
inevitable when we consistently ispre
the qualities which ropereet
them, namely, honesty, good','.-&s.
righteousness, and spiritual us Icrstanding. It is our privilege to proteet ourselves and our affairs by
knowing that there is no law op,ratlag in opposition to our well-bs mg;
that there is no power apart from
eternal Love; that perfection is an
established and provable fact.
We may deprive ourselves of a
great many benefits by • misconception of our true spiritual nature. God
I, the creator of perfect man, and
this spiritual man is the indestructible and ceaseless expression of omnipresent Soul. Everything man possesses or reflects he derives from immortal Life and Love. !qrs. Eddy
Mates (Science and Health, p. 326).
"When spiritual being is understood
in all Its perfection, continuity, and
might, then shall n:an be found in
God's image." This is scientific reasoning which reseals the unbroken
line of beneficent activities that are
inherent In true consciousness and
expreseed in the Ideal elan. as we
rid oureelves ot the old, worn-out
concept of man as material and mortal, we put on the true or new man
with all the atts ndant benefits. fhe
s err-available Chriet-Idea inspires us
te relinquish the false concept of
God, man, and the universe which is
responsible for a limited, intermittent, and uncertain sense of harmony,
satisfaction, and peace.
We derive unceasing benefit ouly
from that which inspires us to spiritual thinking and living, for this is
the only way by which we come to
regard good as more mammal than
evil, and so escape the pensIties exacted by the belief of evil its real.
This la the only way by which We 'sit
maintain the true thinking which unfailingly contributes be the highest
ends of life....
Reaction, roispoo, and retrvairll.
Idol! SIM human concepts, which can
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PICKLE WITH
ANOTHER ARMLOAI) OF SAVINGS
IRISH POTATOES. 10 lbs.
18c

CABBAGE. Nice, Fresh, 4 !IA.
PEAS. BEANS, TURNIP MiEENS, lb.
APPI.ES for cooking, Gallon
SWEET POTATOES, 3 lbs.
HELL PEPPER. Jumbo, each
CELERY, Nice Stalk, each
LETTUCE,. Jumbo Size, 2 for
CORN, Nice, Big Earn, each
LESIONS, Sour, Full of Juice. doz.
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GRAPES, White, Seediees, 3 lbs.
BANANAS, A Pickle Bargain. 2 dos.
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LIGHT BULBS,80 Watt, 2 for
('ANDY, GUM, any kind, 3 for
WELCH TOMATO JUICE, pt.
13e
qt.
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0
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lie

t3e

IVORY SOAP, 2 Giant Bans
ARMOUR or MILNUT MILK, 3 small Mae
CRISCO I lb. can
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LIGHT1101'SE CLEANSER,3for

lie

BIN SO, Medium Site, 3 for.
LIFE BUOY SOAP, 2 bars
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I3c
27c

PORK CHOPS, Nice, Lean. lb..
PORK ROAST, Shoulder Cut, lb..
.
PORK SAUSAGE, Really Good, lb.

•
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18(
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•
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39e

BREAKFAST BACON, Arntours Sliced, lb. 33c
LUNCH MEATS,CHEESE All Kinds

Priced Right
SPRING CHICKENS, Any
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1.I It it!, Pickle Friday

Him
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23c

HAMBURGER, Fresh Ground, lb.
VEAL STEAK, lb..
.
KID. Fore Quarter, lb.
15c
Hind Quarter. lb
BEEF ROAST. Chuck Quality, lb.
VEAL ROAST, Shoulder, lb.
11A31, Armours. Star Sliced, lb.
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MID-SOUTH FAIR TO
FEATURE BIG RODEO
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Big Demand For Grass
and Legume Seed

':'y '1'\VS, FULTON, KENT("I F,Y.
Strecklus Steamer Com- Circular Tell
a11;11uts
;; Of stores. .
ing To Hickman

HEALTH NURSING

The seed crops harvested this
year must be depended upon to
a greater extend than in previous
years in providing grass and legume seed needed for the 1938
crop year, because of the small
carry-over and the fact that the
Agricultural Conservation Program
has greatly increased the demand
for legumes, grasses, and green
manuring crops, .tste ii. E Hendricks, U-T Extension agronomist.
Surveys made of the seed situation show that demand for seed
Of soil-conserving crops in 1937 and
the 193(1 drought, reduced the commercial reserve's of seed of domestic clover, alfalfa, sweet clover,
lespedera, soybeans, cowpeas, velvetbeans, and of grass seed in general, to much lower levels than
normally prevail. In general, seed
that has been grown locally for a
period of years is likely to be well
adapted, and if properly harvested, stered and cleaned, may be
expected to give excellent results
he states.

Health eremer eetire ( haptee
The all steel. oil-burning Streck•
J. Wraley Richard:ern I. 4 A.; 0. fus Steam
er President, queen of the
H.
N.
Mississippi 'liver excursion boats
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 8.-----With
,
flags and bunting waving atop a
WATER—Pure water is another will stop at Hickman for a dance
excur
sion
dozen buildings, the Mid-South
Thurs
day,
Sept.
16,
in the
health necessity. It is the comFairgrounds is assuming a carnival
mon carrier of the body, taking course of its annual Fall Cruise
from
air as work is rushed for the big
St.
Louis
to
New
Orlea
ns.
food in solution to the remotest tisUltra-modern of river excursion
opening next Monday morning st
sues, and carrying away the disboats, the Preaident's fifth seaso
9 o'clock. The Fair will conti
solve
d poisons.
n
nue
The
purer
the
at
St. Louis set a new high record
throughout the week„ with six days
water, the more poisons will it
in attendance and in the varie
of fun and entertainment.
carry away.
ty
Tomorrow last minute prepa
More liquid Is required in warm and interest of entertainment fearations will be made.
weather, when there is acti••t• per- tures provided for the gala crowds
Trains and
that enjoyed its daylight sceni
trucks are bringing
spiration, than in cold.
additional
c
Six to and nightly dance
loads of exhibits to every departtrips.
eight glasses should
be taken
The
ment of the Fair hourly as scores
tilled
a r Streck furl Streamdaily. The water contained in the
of men and women work feverishly
various foods of the regular diet litners," fourteen-piece dance band
which
to put the finishing touches on dismade
ii sensational hit ahelps to supply the needed amount
plays of fine arts„ handicraft and
of liquid. Failure to drink enough board the steamer on its northward
manufactured products, while otcruic
e last spring and at St.
water to supply the fluids of the
hers groom pedigreed live stock to
body and to help wash away the Louis throughout the Summer, is
aboar
put them in the pink of next week's
d
the
President on Its down
poisonous wastes, lead to disease.
judging.
Impure water is the principal river trip and will furnish the
The big Rodeo scheduled for
medium for the spread of the ty- dance rhythm.
every afternoon and evening at 210
With its huge ballroom, its four
phoid germ. No cesspool, cow
and 7:30 will top the entertainment
stable, horse lot, privy, or other smartly modernistic- powder rooms,
features, with cowboys, cowgirls,
source of contamination should be the popular "Club President" and
ropers, bulldoggers and everything
unique soda bar on its mezzanine
allowed near a dug well. The well
that gees with a championship rodrains the earth in every direc- deck, its vast an delightful (rummer
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ENCE tion for a distance of several times garden top deck, the President is
The Midway, with the Rubin and
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its depth
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" Is the subject of the ter shoul.d Doubtful drinking wa- liner luxury to the river
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be
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Pure
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rive Sunday and be in readiness
which will be read Is colorless, order
lesa, and taste- sion service on the inland waterwhen the gates open Monday in Churches of Christ, S,c„i,e,n,t1 less.
ways. Built entirely of steel and
morning There will be thirty car- in Churches of Christ, Scientist,
Water
only cleanses and pur- of skyscraper construction, the
loads of paraphernalia, with the throughout the world on Sunday, ifies the not
internal organs and aids President also is an oil-burner,
latest riding devices certain to September 12. This Includes the in the norma
l functioning of the which makes its top deck a clean
prove popular with the thousands Christian Science Society of Ful- body processes,
but when used and populalr rendezvous for those
ton, which holds regular services
who will attend.
freely externally also cleanses the who like to relax in cool comfort on
The Women's Building, which Sunday at 11 a. m. and Testimonial skin and sooth
the hottest nights.
will house many interestin and meeting Wednesday at 7:30 p. m. entire body. es and refreshes the
The daily washing aRending Room at 211
unusual exhibits, rapidly is gtakin
Carret., way of impurities is necessary
AN INSPIRATION:
for
shape, with a host of women busyg opens Wednesday and Saturday strict clean
liness of person.
from 2 to 4 p. m. The publi
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getting everything in its place
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Future Farmers of America.
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dor
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now
, Bay.
wishes that the C.I.O.
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food elements are not
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Fuller. for "Cut It Out."
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The choice and preparationtract.
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This is God's country. Don't
waste it by letting it wash away
.
Culling trees as the poult
man culls hens and the dairy ryman
culls cows is a need in many
Tennessee orchards.
It has been found that concord
grapes are more likely to ripen unevenly if the vines have been cut
back during early summer.
An ordinary corn sheller, found
on the average farm, makes an excellent implement for hulling walnuts.
Over-cropping beyond marke•
demand
makes price-depressin
surpluses, mines the soil of
fertility and exposes land to ere
sion.

There's Economy in Having
Your Car Properly Reconditioned
"le

The poultryman who has a wt!
managed flock is the poultryina•
who will receive the best returr
from the fall increase in egg pro.
.ruction.
Fifty-seven precent of the peoree
! of America live in towns and
c•
• :es. They are virtually depen
..ve in the coustry for their too
and raw materials for makir.
• clothing and other necessities
Restuarants of the world wile
found on Treasure Island. site of Ve •
1939 Golden Gate International Ex•
position.
Courtesy is a virtue that all •
us can possess, but few of us
appreciate its worth.

The new spring season deatiuids that

WATCH and I,
JEWELRY REPAIR
you have your ear

thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and our shop is
completely equipped to render competent repair service that
will
assure you of greater safety and more mileage from your
automobile. Our tosiness has been built upon the satisfaction
given
our customerslet as give your car a thorough going over before

iiti start

on your vacation, or that long business trip.

BEAR WHEEL and CHASSIS ALIGNMENT
Saves Wear and Tear on Your Tires and Car

Brady Bros. Garage

ttco,raw
seriteAstko etr
ien tcyolcierge
hor
r

"home Storage
Equipment."

Published by the Kentucky College of Agriculture in the Interest of better home supplies of vegetables, fruits and other food, Circular No. 266 describes the construction of mound, bank and barrel storages, storage cellars, basement storages and other means of
carrying products through cold
months.
Included are building
plans and diagrams, bills of materials and other valuable information

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
PAUI HORNHE‘K

Structures

Potter's Electric Shoe Shop
FORMERLY 4th STREET SHOE SHOP
WORK DONE THE FACTORY

ALL REBUILT SHOE.;

num
RES
OLING,CLEANING,TINTING
INVISIBLE
and DYEING GUARANTEED!
WAS'

SHINED

STOP, YOZT
‘
DRIVING Mg
CRAZY

Do you "fly all to pieces" when the children are noisy, col
when the vegetables burn, or when the jelly won't leIl
Some mothers are just naturally cranky. Some mothers r
ere
cross and Impatient because they are nervous.
If you are a natural crank, DR. MILES NERVINE won%
do much for you. If you are Irritable because your nerve
s,
are overtaxed, DR. MILES NERVINE will do a lot for you.
Do you suffer from Sleeplessness, Restlessness, Nervo
us
Irritability, Nervous Headache, or Nervous Indigestio
n?
you worry over trifles, start at maiden noises? Overt Do
axed
nerves will cause all these troubles, and DR MILES NUM
INE will help you to relax those overtaxed nervsee
Why don't you eiee It a trial w•.; our guarantee el sati..
.c•tion or your money kock? Your druggist cars ten
about
DR MILES NERVINE He has been selling it everyou
daces he
started clerleira( in a drug store. Dr. Miles Nervtnei nine
s
In two forms—Liquid and riferveseemt TaNiets. Both
equal.
b effective in quieting overtaxed nerves. Both mil for
3114
end El IV depending an the size of the package.
•

fai
7 =-1

How About the Food
You Eat and the
Tractor Oil You Use!
YOU wouldn't think about eati
you, or any old rubbish you could ng food that disagreed with
pick up.
Your tractor deserves good "food",
too, which is nathing more
than good fuel and motor oil.

WELCH Motor 011 Has
Stood the Test!
WELCH is used in all the leading
day, and because of its fine performatractors on the market tonce, is highly recommended everywhere.
Why not use WELCH regularly in
your
performance and protect the operatin motors. It will pep up
Welch is scientifically refined and is g life of that motor.
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
Cheap, inferior grade motor oils are
more costly in the long
run, because they hasten motor trouble,
haul jobs not only mean expense but and repairs and overbring delays that are
bothersome.

AU Work Guaranteed
REASONABLE PRICES

R. M. KIRKLAND
Office at Crockett Grocery
Opposite Browder Mill
115 State Line Street.

ILLINOIS OIL CO.
11Th STREET

rdlik

sad

The sports program of the Golden Gate International Exposition
1939 ranges from horseshoe pitching to air races.
Six hundred concessions
the
most thrilling from applications
that run into the thousands—
enliven the 40-acre Midway at the
World's Fair on San Francisco Bay.
The man who jumps around the
fastest is not necessarily doing the
most work

MRS. J. C. ATES4,
Lady Assistant.

H. C. SAMS, Agent
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RODEO BRINGS SPIRIT ELECTRICITY COMES
OF FRONTIER DAYS
TO KY. FARMS
U

1.0

d !Primer: of the Plain
Re-elute/en! on Pair
f,rournis at Fulton
St•pt

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1937
Another Big Wheat
1creage Probable IN 19,78
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minion oig in regard to the young people
/wetted this year--is likely to
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,lie to hove eleetricity within the be planted for harvest in 193H,
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next few years, according to a MIMI.
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if this' situation as it? August
August wheat situation outlook ti
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LOOK 20 EARS
YOUNGER
By I

4

'ruing

JAMES B. CASEY'S
HAIR RESTORER
sold on a Positive
Guarantee

4ir

Restores hair to its natural
color, and will positively cure
dandruff and ticrema.
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 60c on our moneybark guarantee.

JAMES B. CASEY
BARBER SHOP

Hair Cut
Shave

_

25c
15e

a

a

And Easy Terms!

Yek

COME IN AND LOOK THESE VALUES OVER

AUTOMOBILE

'36—Dodge 11
/
2 Ton Truck
'36—Chevrolet 11
/
2 Ton Truck
Real Bargain --------$495
Long Wheel Base __
$625
'31—Chevrolet Sedan Splendid
'31—Chevrolet Sedan
$385
Buy
$22:
'33—Ford Coach
_____ $350
'36—Garham Sedan
$525
'32—Ford V-8 Coach,Brand
'35—Olds Coupe Special _ _ _$150
New Motor
$350
—.1\D THESE ARE ONLY EXAMPLES—
THERE ARE SCORES OF OTHERS EQI'ALLY AS GOOD!

Repair Service!

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION
PASCHALL Si'.
SOUTH FULTON

y()

cet
Ch
out

Low Down Payments

SEPT. 13-18

JESS JORDAN

t hi

Fully Reconditioned

Rodeo

The South's Greatest

-41101111

Agricultural
Livestock
Farm and Power
Machinery

"THE HOUSE OF
MAGIC"

yo
1)4.,
fat

Dependable
Used Cars Trucks

FAIR

BE SURE TO SEE

liii

•

Photo It

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.

Presenting A Great Array
S Of0f
Instruction and Entertainment
Including A Remarkable Rodeo

.11
So
Su

Winstead -Jones & Co.
FUNERAL HOME

Money!

110TOR OVERHAULED
IGNITIONS SERVICED
I 1181-ERA TORS REPAIRED
FRAME-BODY
BRAKES RE-LINED and ADJUSTED
MOTORS T1'NED (1)
ALL WORK Gl•ARANTEED
ROAD SERVICE
We invite our old friends and patrons to pay us
a call. Your business appreciated.
PHONE 231

liii

DR. SELDOM (011t1

Shia thrown, n
the spirit of
the old frontier days which are
fast fading into the limbs) of the
post That best describes what is
TIIF 01.19 FASHIONED MI'NU,ti ,
ii and answer form, so that in -dote fin. the people of West
\hither or Big Sister could teach Kentucky and West Tennessee on
ts('HOOL
US Holli these qUePieiltns and awe Sept 22-2Ik when the mecca for all
%kers %kLiI. soon over, and while the the country -side w
he at the
Ft'\\ of the Sunday Schools to- claSSCP
people
were Fulton County Fair.
day are like those we used to at- wranglinof older
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thousand
s id spectators
g 1 ,vpr some
obstruse
tend On the first Sunday in April point
a ill view speeamins of the thund.
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somethi
the wide open
ng to keep the little
the year. with an abundance of
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good-stnelling Sunday School books this
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a
big
beats of horses
voice and emit(' drown
out.
April meant spring. and
mounted
spring meant wild flowers around out ens, number of aspiring Bible from the by cowboys and cowgirls
students
pictures
que
cow country.
the church and small fish buildMost of us read of rodoes, and ii
For rewards we got cards, much
ing their nests in the shallow places
a
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way,
like
those
mention
realise
ed
what is done.
in ToM
of the creek. April nwatit new
t While none cif the boys Moine of us have witnessed these
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l
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A wife Is a creature who can spot
them rookd have done this admit.- country
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if they had not feared parent. ne4MCM at the Rodeo in Fulton will a blond hair on your (-11:It 1,,pul no
The less 'us and sermons afterward
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sometimes turned
on horrible
children the many thrilling inci- buttons in a distance of five fei I
things. but it was easy to look out come" One year I attended Sun- dents
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a
which will take place -not
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day
every.
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and had
the windows and forget all horrors
other sees Us we still w ooldn'l • lir that just make believe. but the real
in a blissful enjoyment of spring. ' a perfect lesson. whateve
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go a
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All through the summer and fall meant As a reward I
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the winter. Winter wss in our were stratified on the other side of
llouschold and business affairs
the church We ever invented "Aneighborhood for visiting and tab.
bit hunting and parties N.7.• night women C. rrer" Only daring young will he forgotten for once and the
ever got too cold or sn-wy f- r ar- --en v.ith their sweethearts would attention of every fibre of the hur the women's side Many a man being will be held in strict
ties, however easily a mere Sr.I me I have seen a young gallant attention while witnessing such a
day Schoel might freeze .
w !•.Is girl to her place and then performance of daring and dareFOF
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Right today
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See us tont %kiln hnz cid and fan her monchamitly as we would walk
It oecame such a n,attur of asso,ti
an •pen-and-shut fan while to a resturant and sit down for a
day.
dative memory that if the teacher
meal.
had suddenly asked us who swat- the serv.cc lasted
Spills" Yes, and how!
But time passes. and so does any
lowed a whale. we would have inA bucking mustang comes hurtstantly laid this crime at poor Jo- . or every custom.
suppose tine ling through the air with a human
nah's door. Now this catechism; could hardly tell
form sitting astride, beets clamped
was not a part of the lesson pro- side of any church nowaday which
was foreordain- to its side and using every method
per. The lesson, for the very small ed and predesti
nated for men or for to stay in the saddle. but the piney
ones, at least, was printed in ques- women.
is not to be denied. He bucks and
Central as e. Phis 341 Fulton
rears and perhaps the rider loses
hie
grip
and
is hurled high into the
Alfalfa .Veals Supply
though the color of an alfalfa-leaf
meal is a fairly good index of the air coming down to earth with a
Vitamin .1 For Chickf
dull
thud.
The horse canters away
meal's vitamin A content, the pa.
•
and Is caught up to await another
tency decreases more rapidly
than
rider
who
will idtempt to break
Growing chickens rs. i some the greenness of the meal changes. han
form of vitamin A to ri..,ke satisDon't think this word picture defactory growth Birds allowed to U. S. Has
More Land In scribes
a rodeo It does not.
range about the farm during the
griw inv. season usually pick up
Row Crops than Europe hardly scratches the surface. You
have to see a rodeo, witness with
su:ficiei1 quantities of green feed.
----should have some feed that is rich
Europe—outside of Russia—has your own eyes the death defying
in vitamin A. says poultry specia- almost the same total acreage of acts of these riders of the sage, see
lists of the United States Bureau cropland as the United States, says the hair breath escapes, be witH. H. Bennett. Chief of the Soil nesses to nerve-shattering deeds,
of Animal Industry.
Alfalfa-leaf meal is one of the Conservation Service But Europe things most of us thought had permost economical sources of vitamin has only 65 milliorn acres in row ished many years ago.
A. w hen all feeds must be pur- crops as compared with the Unitchased, and may serve as the sole f'n 7'tat". 155 million acres In
Patronize Our Advertisers
source of this vitamin for grow- other words. The United States
ing chicks. Other common source's ..1.1th the ,
! arne area of cropland as
of vitamin A. in addition to green Lurone exposes two and a half times
feeds. are yellow corn and milk. ! as many acres to the more serThe percentage of alfalfa-leaf "'"s
t-f ern"i"" Moreover.
meal required in a diet. which con- in most of Europe the rains di,
not
come
in
such sudden. dashine
tains no appreciable quantity of vas !
amin A from other sources, de- downpours as over that part of the
I_
niter!
States
were the row crop
pends on the ability of that diet to
support growth w-hen vitamin A is are found.
adequately supplied and on the:
vitamin AA potency of the alfalfa- 1 Three submarine cables will proleaf meal itself. This potency is vide electricity for the 1939 Golden
infleuced by factors such. as the 1 Gate International Exposition on
method of preparation. variety, soil its Treasure Island in San Francisweather and cutting. Of these, co Bay.
AND
the first is by far the most import-; Nearly 300.000 tons of rock in a
ant
I seawall bind the firm sand fill of
The best criteria of an alfalfa- Treasure Island. site of the 1039
leaf meal's vitamin A potency,' Golden Gate Intereational Expi siare: Age. color., and "brightness".! non.
Unfortunately. it is seldom possihlel A woman is a creature who can
for the purchaser to ascertair. the! d son.,
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"READ LEADS"

1.11• Read Motor Co.
USED CAR LOT

ADULT ADMISSION 50c

A 7' TUE c'ORN ER SERVICE STATION

FREE GRAND STAND
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RADIO IDOL IN NEW
iet
WARNER PICTURE
111

la

I
Hine He\il I,V Clint
tire Bieltilet!ei
(liked
cleaner", a !dory Mime
Yoltillt
•,ingur of fair ability who had
Iii at operation which sieve his
ill, it PelltitUr sonset
hing that
v..am different from any other voice
"Mr Dodd Takers the Air" * iii the weild
picture which retishines several
Kenny Baker, of course, plays
H.• sings
unit/mulls, mescaline features,
is dies written by five tuneful melothe highly soyscheduled to open with it Preview eessful
compoaing team tit Harry
Saturday Nit' 11 P.M. and runs
Wieren and Al Dubin.
. .
Sunday and Monday.
Kenny is surrounded by a highThe thing most noteworthy a- class
bout it, perhaps. Is that it intro- debut.comedy cast for his movie
The always delightful A.
. a • a loll fledgod him
het. Brady plays a goofy opera!
young Kenny Raker, who has long singer
who
pursues him with mabeen line of the top-ranking radio trimon
favorites of the nation And those is his y In mind. Frank McHugh
audaci
ous and somewhat
who have seen previews of "Mr.! nutty
press-agent.
Gertrude MiDodd" say Kenny is really great.
chael in a vamp who has mercenNoteworthy again is the fact ary ambiti
ons
towar
d
Kenny. His
that the picture was produced by teal
young Mervyn LeRoy„ whose re- nia!1,romantic interest in Jane Wypretty
cent comedy. 'The King and the mg places little starlet who is KO.
Chorus Girl" Was s sensational ing groom in the movies, and is be.
ed for stardom by her
success as a Warner Bros. release. studio
Henry O'Neill, Ferris TayStill further, "Mr. Dodd Takes lor and Harry
Davenport add to the
the Air" was adapted from that melee
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Alfred E. Green, long fanad
a comedy director, guided the
making of "Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air"„ which was adapted from the
- -Kellamd novel by William Wister
Mr. and
Haines and Elaine Ryan.
Charle
returned home Friday s Thompson
TI),,mpson spending an after Mrs.
entended
visit with her mother
Yates. Miss Aileen YatesMrs. Ida
returned
home with them for a two
-weeks
..71 and Mrs.
A. E. Green had as
Ill-it' Sunday visitors. Mr.
and Mrs.
Edri Boyd
Editors throughout the
m id - ! and Mrs. and son. Turner Lee. Mr.
south have been invited to be guests
Elmoore Copeland, and
of the Mid -South Association next . anti Nora Copeland
next Monday. winch is to he de- 1 Rev. Gaily filled his regular apsignated at "Editers Day." A ten- pointment at the Baptist Church
tative outline of the program plan- Sunday and Sunday nite.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Noles
ned is as follows!
and
10 a. m . Parade of Future Farm- sons, Charles and J W. spent Sunday
with their daughter and family
ers (Vocatiena 1 Agricultural
stu- Mr. and Mrs.
dents) from Tri-State area.
Mernie Stallins.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Nugent
12 Norm, Luncheon for editors,
of
Detroi
t. Michigan, are visiting his
guests of the Commercial Appeal
.
2:30 it. m Inspection of Fair by mother. Mrs. Fannie Nugent and
other relatives.
the editors, escorted.
Miss Louise Inman spent
630 p. m . Barbecue served at
week in Hickman visiting her last
the Fairgrounds.
sis7:30 p. m. Editors witness Rodeo ter, Mrs. Claude Thomas.
Miss Gertrude Howard secnt
9:30 p. m . Informal dance Saturday nite with Pauline Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Howell
honoring editors.
Akron. Ohio are visiting friendof
s
It seems that the American Mar- and relatives here this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown and
ines spend about as little time
at children spent
home as the ordinary citizen.
Sunday with Mr.
As the average citizen sees it, and M. Rob Taylor near Fulgram.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Cashion had '
there are still too many politicians
in this country who believe in as their Sunday guest: Mr. and
I holding up the law instead of up- Mrs. Rhal Howard and grandson.
Wallace, and Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
holding it.
Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ward of Alton. I11 are visiting her parents.'
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Barhams.
Mr and Mrs. Jack McClanahan
are the proud parents of a baby
daughter born Wednesday. Sept. 1.
Miss Clara Lee Clark spent Monday nite with her sister. Mr. and
Mr< Paid Jones pear Moscow.
Miss Doretha Murphy spent Saturday and Sunday in Clinton
visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Atteberry
and children. Willie and Doris spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Corum and family.

. ,

MONDAY IS EDITOR'S
DAY MID-SOUTH FAIR

THE
NATION'S:
1$. NSMION!
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A PANIC ON
'THE RADIO!...
TERRIFIC ON
THE SCREEN!
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Meet the boy whose
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has thrilled
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the nation on that
lunday radio
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KENNY BAKER
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FRANK McHUGH • ALICE
BRADY • JANE WYMAN
GERTRUDE MICHAEL
A Mervyn LeRoy Production

He 'harks
to a 0
Thousandth
of an Inch!

Necessary for
Health, Economy
and Convenience

SEEILNIBLIt 12 - 13
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He's forth.
Distiller
Who's

You keup your kitchen warns in fall and
winter—at a temp;:rature of 70 to 80 dcgrtcs. The most health
ful foods—fresh
meats, dairy produtts, fruits. Vegetables—must
be kept in a
temperature no higher than 40 degrees to retain
their wholesome, nourishing qualities.

ads antages

41

Your electrical servant,

Olenmore now comes in both 100 proof
(e.!id label) and 90 proof (silver label).
f•

Do.r 'time Co.. lotorporatod
Lottortlap—Oettoaboro, Kentucky

RLDDY KILOWATT

. esimmort's

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
ABE THOMPSON, Manager
"
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KENTUCKY

STRAIGHT

BOURBON

WNISRFT

MUNI
LIvISE RAINER
In The Year's Smash Hit

'GOOD EARTH'

11 11. BOY)
. in -110PALONG RIDES AGA N
Il 11. BOYD in "HOPALONG RIDES AGA/A
DICK TRACY SERIAL

Skille•r1
Full -flavored
Glenmore is
produced by
experts.

THURS. - FRI.. SEPT. 16 -

SATURDAY,SEPT. 18TH=2 FUTURES

EquanY

Electric refrigeration otters you the most
convenient and
economical means of protecting foods from
spoilage at all tirnes
and under all conditions.
Stop at our store tomorrow and let us explain
the many
of electric refrigesation. See our new 1937
Westinghouse Refrigerators (other standard makes
sold by kcal
dealers) and get a free demonstration. We offer
moderate prices
:asy terms you can afford.

Her Newest Hit

'WILD AND
WOOLY'

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
-

1-

TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPE
N.;k::
What Cabot will do for your
to.o,

Albert Payson Terhune shown with
some of has pet dogs.
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lit a 41.
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Yes. Puritans cent:tom elements of
I avovvii value,such as()manic (....opper
and Iron, wluch quickly aid nature in
building rich. red corpuscles. When
this happenit, the appetite irlIproVi-1.
Nenf011/1/1•1111 4101111/11ellrft. En. rt y and
is:U.14;th usually nd urn. You fe, I lilt,.
11 now person Get, Purmuig iron,
ilruvgut.

SUPERB
HORSE
SHOW
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\!! and Mrs Einivi Stinnett had ;

I

ORPHEUM

'M BARGAIN THEATRE'

*Sunday — 2 Features.
CHESTER MORRIS in
"FLIGHT FROM GLORY"
FRANK MeHUGH in
"MARRY THE GIRL"
0MONDAY - TUESDAY.

PATSY KELLY
in —
"NOBODY'S BARY"
MOney

•WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY•

Marlene Dietrich
Robert Dona,
Ia

"Knight 15'ithoul
Armour"
FRIDAY - SATURDAY•
•

"Bulldog Edition"
"Trailer"
And SERIAL

alai". At Both Theatres Every Wedm
neaday and Saturday,8:45 p.m.

1
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111%101
daughter,
Rachel Hunter and Miss
\
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'Prevor Whayne spent a few dyll s ii part', ipated 0 eh: MI S Kell le
E Morns spent Weduee••%%1`,.
\lois Voininie Nell Gates bet rill- last week with friends in Memphis,
M,
1 4
Agatha
Gil% he.
anti
day in Paducah, Ky. ,
Nli,s Eliiabeth Williamson
ton Friday for Connecticut and Tam
Miss
Cochran
was
in
F H. Riddle spent Wishiesday *eller points of the east.
charge
of tho de
Misses Helen Maxfield and Eve- ‘iiiion al anti
was assisted by Mi;5,5
In Hickman, Ky., on business&
FOUND--• Good spotted bird dog lyn Ford, J. P. Bally, and Eulton
('tike'
L R. McBride of Paducah
Owner pauy for this ad and get Farmer attended the Bob Crosby
A delightful pot luck supper was
'lame in Jackson, Tenn.. Thursspent Thesday with Friends in
same I.' 010 to News
then seised nod the prosnam con
day night.
Fulton.
tinned with the president of the
Mr. and Mre Noble Butterworth
Miss Katherine Taylor spent last id Paducah Kentucky spent last CENTRAL
Armstrong Circle, Mrs. Attila HemIA
VISITOR
S
HERE
eek-end
it I, triends in Newton, week end
phill, in charge. Those who had
m Fulton with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Baker of Cen- parts
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Wyrick are Italia. Illinois sent last week -end in Mrs. were Mrs. Clifton Hamlett,
Cecil Arnold, and Mrs. Hugh.'
spending two weeks on a tour of Fulton with the lattsr's parents,
Rushton conducted the devotional.
he many
interesting
western Mr and Mrs T E. Morris, and
A song, "Evening Prayer", was
himily at their home on Park Avepoints.
SIRSCRIBE FOR—
rendered by Mrs. .1 B. Manley.
nue
Spencer Pearce Of Memphis,
After
the
SnoniervIal -Appeal
pit gram
visry
ii
Ii ief business
rums, was in Fulton last week- „.,Louisville Courser-Journal
session was held
i
END
WEEKEN
D
IN
during which time the mission ofslid for the opening of the new Ful- '
teuisville Times
i PADUCAH WITH MISS GODi.iti Theatre.
ferings were taken.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
, FRED
st. Louis Globe Democrat
Mr and Mrs. W. E. Flippo spet
eesetst>hesses Martha Moore
Chicago Herald Examines
Eleanor TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
Monday in Dyersburg. Tenn
Ruth Jones. Rube Boyd
Mrs. Arch Huddleston. Jr., deChicago American
e Oh their daughter, Mrs. Bill Era- er. Helen King. MargueritAlexand- lightfully
Chicago Tribune
e Butts,
entertained her bridge
,ser and Mr. Frazier.
. and
Almeda Iluddleston spent club at her home on Fourth
Street.
Just Phone 7j3
The usual three tables of playMr. and Mrs. T. E. htorris spent last weekend in Paducah, Kenti
.ieky the house guest of Miss
ers
l'uesday
were
they
II.,
where
Anna.
in
present which included
Ann
JACK EDWARDS
ten club members with two visitors
visited the former's brother. Lut- 1 Godfrey at her home there
Eli.iatsith lied and Mildred
her Morris. and famil
y.' I MISS BETTY MORRIS TO
Iluddleston. At the conclusio
Myron Weaver left Fulton Sat- i LEAVE FOR CALIFORNIA
the games high score was heldn of
by
urday for Atlanta, Ga . after wend.- i
Miss Betty Morris will leave Fut- Mrs. Glenn Wiseman
among the
i ng a week in Fulton with his • ton next Wednesday. September
members who received lovely hose
15.
esititer on Arch Street.
i for Los Angeles, California where as prize. Miss
Butt
will ',timid a month with Mist handkerchiefs as highwas presented
Gladys Homra will leave Sunday'
score prizes
Berrnice
Saul there.
anuing the guests.
tor Wickliffe. Ky • to take up her ,
Wickmember
the
of
a
as
duties
Paduah.
c
Fall fleazily
NASHVILLE VISITORS HERE
ufto High School faculty.
Miss Dorothy Ann Pearce has as
and Jonathan .titpli•
Miss Ave Love Weaver left Ful- her house guest MISS Nancy Poe
lac to $1 a Bushel
s it Monday night for Cincinnati, of Nashville, Ten
Tennessee
—
.
Ohio where she will take up her
VISIT IN ST LOUIS
Letcher A. Watkins
duties in the Jewish Hospital.
Miss Amalene, Yvonne, Gladys,
Hazel Wiseman, L C. WilN
Rural Telephono
hams. James Wiseman. and Glenn i Mary, and Lola Howe. and Mrs.
DRIVE OUT TO ORCHARD
Wiseman all of Memphis Tenn., Fred Homra, left Fulton Tuesday
CRUTCHFIELD. KY.
night for a motor trip to St. Louis
spent last week-end in Fulton.
homeohere they are spending a few
Miss Ruth Graham has returned
will return to their
oTnhNeY
Norman Street this week-
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TO VISIT IN CHARLESTON
Miss Lucille Nettle and Miss
Nlerculie Khourie left Fulton Wednesday morning for Charleston,
!`,Tissouri %%here they will spend a
few days, the house guests of Mr.
and Mrs Shawn- N. -le

Mill

t

WE are prepared to write a policy to cover an.v
and all of your insurance needs. We reprt

-

..r alla

Meals Stunt and long established cumitarnipanies. No
your part when you

ask for our representh'.ive to call.

ATKINS INSURANCE ACENCY
11/10NE N.3

LAKE 22

FULTON, KY

NIFET
Coming Sunday-Monday, Sept. 19-20
Francis LEDERER — Mattel( in( C IRROLL

IT'S ALL YOURS"

TRANpi

S

ThE - RE

Sunday-Monday, Scp:. 12-1:, Admission 27e

"IT CAN'T LAST FOREVER"
With: Ralph BELLAMY — Betty FURNESS

-EXTRA-

GENERAL MEETING
The Lottie Moon Circle and the
Annie W Armstrong Circle of the
, Fost Baptist Church niet in joint!
sessien Monday night at the i•hurch
in observance of prayer week.
Thirty were present V. lithi included fiftecn members of the Lottie
Cuicle, seven members of
the Aniiii• W Armstrong Circle and
tie eight Visitors; Muss Louise!
Moss Mrs. Kellie Lowe, Miss Juanut Graves. Mrs Fail Taylor. Miss
Betty Gordon Arnold. Mrs. Edward
Fells. Mrs Berta' lforti•n.. and
MS.
The meeting v. ascalled to order
at six-thirt2.• o'clo(kilt which time

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
SPECI.1L

The stnsational round by round picture of the
surprising

EXC
URSION!
SUND

Louis-Farr
Fi
gh
t
.se

TO
ST. LOt'1.
and return

these rerealing pictur( s- .1nd decide for
yourself who won.
comING SOON:
James Cane—"SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT"
Irene Dunne-Cary Grant—"THE AWFUL TRUTH"
Tom Brown-Barbara Read—"MAN WHO CRIED WOLF"
Deanna Durhin—"100 MEN AND A GIRL"
Richard Dix-Fay Wray—"IT HAPPENED IN HOLLYWOOD"
Kent Taylor-Windy Baroie—"nIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD".
Alice Faye-George Murphy—"Y011'N0 MAN'S FANCY"
Grace Moore--"I'LL TAKE ROMANCE".
And the Great "LOST HORIZON"

AY — SEPT. 19

$2.50 — Round trip from
Fulton
I .orrespondingly low round trip

t Ares from Jackson. Tenn.. and
points to and including Mekliffe.
Ky.

SPECI.11, TRAIN leaves
Fli,TON 12:20 A.TI SEPTEM OER 19
IIETI'RN!NG SPEC!AL
hares ST. Loll IS 10:00 pm
SEPTEMBER 19
BIG LE.IGl'E 11.1.N I. BALI,
St. Louis "Cardinals" Vs. Neu
York 'Giants"
Consult ticket agent for further
Information -Trawl and ship

ILLINOIS CEN1RAL
le

of Cordial iii.4rvice

II 110/3..'s 11 I 01,1 1:11:1 I - i:
•

lb•
4

NOT'SPEUALS,' BUT NAILED 'DOWN TO
STAY DOWN' AND EFFEUIVE EVERY DAY,
UNTIL WRUT CONDITIONS CHANGE

MRS FRANK BEADLES
ITOSTESS TO BRIDGE CLUB
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Frank
Beadles entertained the usual two
tables of her weekly bridge club
her home on Carr Street.
At the conclusion of the bridge
games high score for the afternoon
was held by Mrs. Robert Bard.
She was presented an attractive
prize.
CLUB FRIDAY NIGHT WITH
MR. AND MRS. JOLLY
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Jolly were host
and hostess to their bridge club
Friday night at their home on West
State Line, entertaining three tables of players which included ten
club members and two visitors,
Mrs. Nora Alexander and Mrs. B.
P Henderson.
Several games of progressive contract were enjoyed at the end of ,
which high score among the ladies
was held by Mrs. Alexander and
I) J. L. Jones held high score for'
the gentlemen. Both were presented lovely prizes. Mrs. George
!fester received the travel prize.
Late in the evening the hostess
served delicious sandwiches and
coca -colas.

rm.=
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Your
Choke

CASE

war..

*la

TURNIP GREENS, 2 med. ran..
CUT REETS. 3 med. nans
SAUERKRAUT, 3 med. cans
APPLE SAI'('E, 3 reed. cans
N1IXF1) VEGETARITS. 3 med.. cans

of 21
cans

SunnyField

Family
12-1b. bag
12c
IONA FLOUR, plain, 21-lb bag
DEEP SEA FILLETS, Boneless Fish, pound

25e
15r

Ammimmountammminii
5c
10c

24

//).
bit q

Pints, doz.
62c
Quart
!/2-Gallon,doz. 95c
doz.
JAR RINGS,2 pkgs.
9c —JAR CAPS,dozen
TEX-WA,Y,Parafin I-lb pkg. 10c —('ERTO, bollk

CORN MEAL

79c
69c
10c

FRUIT JARS

4/

ss,
25c

$1.89 Azogrt.

IONA PORK & BEANS, 1-pound can
A&P SLICED BREAD,large 1'2 -lb. loaf

FLOUR

I

1)1(1:1) CARROTS, 3 med. cans
25c
25c
25c
25e

'7

alealreasesetwesreensaiell

Your Choice---Make Up An Assorted Case

IONA PEAS, Sweet. 3 med. cans
IONA CORN, Cream Style, 3 med. cans
LYE HOMINY, 3 large cans
IONA GREEN BEANS, 3 med. cans
IONA SPINACH,3 med. cans
IONA TOMATO JUICE, 3 med. cans

Freshly
Ground
PI'RE HOG LARD,(lb. 15c) 2 lbs.
IONA SALAD DRESSING,guar t jar
COFFEE
MAI API/ World'
s Largest
Seller(l.
b
19c)
st'.V.V WELD CORN FLAKES,2 jumbo pkgs.
/0.N.A TOMATO JUICE,3 21-oz. cans
Red
Ripe
CASE $1.50
PALMOLIVE TOILET SOAP, 3 bars
OCTAGON SOAP POWDER,2 pkgs.

73c
23e
21e

10 lbs. 32c
29c
27c

vimun

TOMATOES

bag

55c
19c
25c

4

Med.
cans

25c
1

VALUES IN A&P FRESH MEAT MARKE7
All-Good
Fancy
pkg.
Breakfast
SLICED BOILED 111W, pouttality, lb.
17c
SLICED BOILED HAM,pound
55e

SLICED BACON

16c I

POT ROAST

Choice
Beef Chuck
RO1'ND SHOULDER ROAST, pound
SMOKED JOWL,Sweet Pickled, lb.

VEAL

Shoulder
Roast

lb. 20c
22c
25c

lb. lie

A&P FOOD STORES
INCORPORATED

•***18...,

•

PRICES ARE LOWER
at AST!

•S.METY •

Every Necd

mum& IL&

& 6 DISTRIBUTING CO.

FOR SALE

clid

staINIIIMess

e-

